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Child development perspectives
China today*
Clinical psychology~
Cobblestone*~
Commonweal*~
Communication Arts
Connection: New England's journal of higher education
Corporate responsibility officer
CR magazine
Critical care nursing clinics of North America~
Critical inquiry
Current history
Current issues in Catholic higher education
Day care and early education
Diplomatic history
Early child development and care
Early childhood research quarterly~
Education
Educational leadership~
Educational theory
Elementary school journal
Essence*
Ethics and information technology~
Exchange~
First things: a monthly journal of religion and public life
Forbes*~
Fortune*~
France-Amerique*
Geriatric nursing~
Harper's*
Harvard business review*~
Harvard educational review~
Heart & lung~
High school magazine
Horizons~
India currents magazine*
India today*~
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Journal of Catholic social thought
Journal of curriculum and supervision
Journal of ecumenical studies
Journal of learning disabilities
Journal of midwifery & women's health
Journal of multicultural nursing & health
Journal of professional nursing
Journal of reading
Journal of second language writing
Journal of the American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
Journal of the American Dietetic Association
Journal of the first-year experience & students in transition
Journal of the Society of Christian Ethics
Journal on excellence in college teaching
Journalism & mass communication quarterly
La revue dominicaine
La Vie des communautés religieuses
Lancet
Language educator
Le Canado-Américain
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Look - Does not circulate
L'osservatore romano
Magistra: a journal of women's spirituality in history
Microbiological reviews
Middle East policy
Middle school journal
Mindful
Ministry & liturgy
MIT Sloan management review
Modern fiction studies
Ms
National Catholic reporter
National geographic
National review
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Nature
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Nursing Clinics of North America
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Nursing science quarterly
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Phi Delta Kappan~~
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Principal Leadership~
Principal leadership High School edition
Principal leadership Middle School edition
Proceedings of the American Catholic Philosophical Association~
Psychology in the schools~
Psychology today*~
Public health nursing~
Public health reports~
Publications of the Modern Language Association of America
Relevant Magazine*
Remedial and special education
Renascence
Research in nursing & health~
Rethinking schools~
Rolling stone~
Saint Anthony messenger~
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Sewanee review~
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Smithsonian*~
Social problems~
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Teaching Professor~
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The Catholic worker
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The Journal of educational research
The journal of heredity
The Journal of modern history
The Journal of special education
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The Nation
The New England journal of medicine
The New England quarterly
The new republic

The New Yorker
The Nursing clinics of North America
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The Reading teacher
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The Thomist
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The Washington Report on Middle East Affairs
The Week
Theology digest
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